Saw makes a hole in a dry wall
and cuts a wood, while Cutter exposes
a hard wiring and cuts a cardboard.

CS-5

Pointed Saw Blade + All-Round Snap-Off Blade in one handle

One necessity for electricians: The saw blade is bi-directional, works as
a pull-saw as well as a push-saw. Its sharp-pointed tip drills a hole in a board
to start cutting. The hard-to-bend 12.5mm-wide x 0.45mm-thick snap-off blade
cuts tough materials stronger than it might be expected.
CAT.NO.190

A combination of Keyhole Saw and 12.5mm Cutter is all needed. Grab one CS-5 instead of
carrying 2 handles for one workday. The snap-off blade cutter is placed in the deep part of the body to
avoid unexpected touching while using the saw on the other side.

CS-5
-Saw side-

Wheel-Lock Screw is adapted in order to stand the quick
back-and-forth movement of the saw blade.
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Nonslip Handle applied conjoined molding with Polypropylene
contained 10% glassfiber and Elastomer as the X-design handles.
-Cutter Knife side-

How to exchange blades:
Blade Stopper is released by
a push-and-pull movement.

Auto-Lock Slider allows one-hand use.

Blade Stopper/Blade Snapper features a snap ring
to reduce the risk of drop from a high working spot.

Keyhole Saw

12.5mm Snap-Off Blade Cutter

The 1.25mm-thick saw blade is designed to cut not only
drywalls, but also wood panels and plywoods.
The teeth of the saw are set to be small sharp-pointed
tips, and bi-directional: cuts while pulled and also while
pushed.

The most versatile size goes strong while
exposing hard wirings and cutting cardboards.
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Sharp-Pointed Tip drills
a hole in a board to start
cutting.
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Tough in Slim

The trapezoidal shape
plays a part in “Chip
Disposal Equipment”.
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Spare Blades: SWB-5/1B (Saw Blade) and MTB-10B (Snap-off Blades)
MODEL

CS-5

PACKAGE

BARCODE

Blister Packed

CARD SIZE:

SWB-5/1B

CARD SIZE:

MTB-10B

CARD SIZE:

92 x 228.5mm

Blister Packed

65 x 220mm
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63 x 160mm

60

pcs.

pcs.[6x10]

10
pcs.

pcs.[10x12]

pcs.

pcs.[6x40]
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Blister Packed

INNER BOX

120
240

WARNING

1. Blade extremely sharp. Handle with care.
2. Wear safety goggles and gloves.
3. Keep out of the reach of children.
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